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Color XG® 
8PA (8/81)  

1 oz. (30 ml/g) 

Color XG® 
8AA (8/11)  

1 oz. (30 ml/g) 

The Demi 
8PA (8/81)  

1 oz. (30 ml/g) 

Color XG® 
6AA (6/11)  

1 oz. (30 ml/g) 

BLUE
INTENSIFIER

(/88) 
Pea Size

The Demi 
3A (3/1)  

0.5 oz. (15 ml/g) 

20 volume
Paul Mitchell®  

Cream Developer 
2 oz. (60 ml/g)

20 volume
Paul Mitchell®  

Cream Developer 
1 oz. (30 ml/g)

Paul Mitchell® 
Processing Liquid 
1.5 oz. (45 ml/g)

MODEL: GABILA

COLOR BY: COLIN CARUSO    

CUT BY: CHELSEA SHIELDS

STYLE BY: NOOGIE THAI

@colincaruso

@abstracthairartistry

@noogie_thai



STEP 4

STEP 3

STEP 5

1.  Split hair in half and create a circle 
from the fringe to the bottom of  
the occipital bone.

2.  Create a slight diagonal section from 
the corner of the eyes and clip off.

3.  Apply Formula 3 in the nape and hairline.
4.  Move to isolated side panels and apply

Formula 2.  
5.  Move to the fringe and take “C” sections using 

the sequence of Formula 1, 3 and 2. 
6.  Move to the top panel and apply Formula 1.

COLOR



STEP 3

STEP 5 

1.   On damp hair, apply one pump of Super Skinny® Serum into 
your hand and apply on the mid-lengths to ends. Use any 
remaining product and work up.

2.   Working with the natural part, blow-dry in a flat wrap method 
with Paul Mitchell® Express Ion Turbolight®+ and 413 
Sculpting Brush.

3.   Allow the ends to dry with less control using the 413 Sculpting 
Brush to help give a more lived-in look.

4.  Mist sections of hair with Paul Mitchell® Dry Wash®. Style as desired.

STYLE

1.  Section the fringe, then section  
     the disconnection.
2.  Begin at the center back. The  
     cutting guide should come  
     from the length at the occipital bone.
3. Take vertical sections, over direct  
     to the previous cut section. At the  
     corner of the hairline use a  
     stationary guide.
4. Release the fringe section, elevate,  
     and cut at desired length.
5. Comb everything back, up and  
     around the ear and cut to create  
     a clean outline.
6.  Release the disconnection section.  
     Comb and refine as necessary.

CUT
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